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1 Introdution: translation studiesTranslation studies is a �eld of researh that aims to understand the proesses and produtsof translation. It is a relatively new �eld of the Humanities that have seen a rapid devel-opment after the Seond World War. In this short period of time it has hanged its fousseveral times and developed in many di�erent diretions [6℄. It has been approahed frommany disiplines inluding literary studies, linguistis, ultural studies, soiology, and og-nitive siene. The quest for empirial grounding has also meant that some sholars havetaken an interest in orpus linguistis and argued for the usefulness of orpora and ompu-tational tools in the study of translation, in partiular for investigations into 'translationuniversals' and features of 'translationese' (e.g. [1, 4℄).For good reasons, literature is usually regarded as the genre that is the least suitablefor mahine translation. From the perspetive of translation studies, however, literaturemight be the genre that ould bene�t the most from tools and methods used in mahinetranslation. One reason is that both the ontent and the style of the texts are importantin the study of literature. While ulture and norms are emphasized as explanatory fatorsin reent theories of translation, the author's style and the rendering of the soure text inthe target language are still very muh in the researhers' fous of attention.It would appear, though, that in spite of the e�orts spent on arguing for the relevaneof translation orpora in translation studies, large-sale studies of translation based onparallel or omparable orpora are quite sare. I an only guess why this is so. Maybe therelevant university departments, often departments for the study of literature, do not havethe neessary funds for omputational resoures and personnel, maybe the researhers donot have the training or interest in orpus analyses, or don't �nd it worthwhile. At thesame time, though, there is a growing interest in literary history itself to apply methodsfrom orpus linguistis and statistial analysis to hugh orpora of literary works [3℄.In my view, the arguments for orpora in translation studies still hold strong and CLARINould be a suitable environment for demonstrating it. This is true not least in a Swedishontext, where at least the onept of a orpus is well understood [2℄. But languagetehnology has atually more to o�er than tools and annotated orpora. After a lookat CLARIN's goals and ahievements so far as it relates to translation and translationstudies, I will then outline what I think language tehnology, and translation tehnologyin partiular, an ontribute to translation studies.2 Some relevant CLARIN resouresCLARIN's general infrastruture framework provides for federated aess to data and re-soures that atually reside in di�erent enters, provided you are a researher assoiatedwith a CLARIN enter. This is all very well.The resoures urrently available for the study of translations are quite limited. The VirtualLanguage Observer1 gives few mathes to searh words suh as 'translation' or 'translationstudies' mostly produing theses rather than resoures. A searh for 'parallel orpora' gave53 results2 inluding many dupliates, and the majority being referenes to tools ratherthan orpora. Some of the tools available, e.g., for word and sentene alignment, are of1http://atalog.larin.eu/vlo/22014-10-24, atually an inrease from 38 6 weeks earlier



ourse useful in this ontext, but if there are no orpora, and no suggested work�ows, theyare of little use to a researher, espeially one who is unfamiliar with suh tools.Altogether I found referenes to 12 di�erent parallel orpus olletions. Only one of them,the ECI Multilingual Text, has Swedish parallel data. More parallel orpora may of oursebe added in the future, but a problem with the urrent resoures is that they do notresult from oordinated e�orts. Some of these orpora ontain resoures for several relatedlanguage pairs inluding translations of the same soure text, but that is then only on asmall sale, using a single soure text or extrats from a limited number of di�erent souretexts.As for orpus searh tools I haven't been able to �nd one that is urrently o�ering federatedsearh in parallel orpora. The Text Laboratory at the University of Oslo is developinga new version of their orpus searh system, Glossa, that will support federated orpussearh. Support for searh in parallel or multilingual orpora is said to be an item for thefuture. WebLiht, developed at the University of Tübingen, is a system for searh andannotation that allows a user to on�gure his or her own tool hain for a spei� purpose,but so far only for monolingual annotation. Most of the orpora available for searh areGerman, a few have texts in di�erent languages, but there is urrently no support forparallel searh results. Keeleveeb, developed by the Estonian ompany �Filosoft�, doesallow for searh in bi-lingual resoures and in multiple resoures at the same time. So far,all bilingual resoures available are ditionaries, while available orpora are monolingualEstonian.The NoSketh Engine [5℄, a thinner version of the ommerial Sketh Engine, butwith support for federated searh and parallel orpora, is apparently in use at the LIN-DAT/CLARIN Centre for Language Researh Infrastruture, though there is no desriptionof it in the CLARIN VLO. Thus, the urrent situation as regards resoures for translationstudies leaves quite a lot to be desired.3 Researh questions in translation studiesThe researh questions in translation studies are many and varied. Very often, however,they onern omparisons, for example omparisons between soure and target texts, om-parisons of di�erent translations, or of di�erent translators, or of translations with originaltexts.While sometimes only one soure text is of interest in a partiular study, it is more ommonthat di�erent translations of it, not to say ALL its di�erent translations into a given targetlanguage, are inluded. The goal may be to ompare the translations for quality, or toompare di�erent strategies in solving translation problems relating to spei� phenomenain the soure text. At other times translations of di�erent soure texts by the same trans-lator is the fous of researh, e.g., in order to haraterize the translator's 'voie'. Butthis inevitably involves a omparison with other existing translations, produed by othertranslators.Thus, a orpus olleted for the study of a partiular issue in translation studies, normallyonsists of many texts, that are to be aessed, studied and ompared from a numberof perspetives. If the question is very general, pertaining to suh matters as translationuniversals or translation norms in a given ulture at a ertain time period, both soure textsand translations need to be numerous. This suggests that aessing, annotating, searhing



and reorganizing these texts would be vastly more e�ient on the desk-top ompared tothe desk.4 What language tehnology an ontributeFrom the above it is lear that a very important possible ontribution from CLARIN is mak-ing parallel and omparable texts available for searh. While texts and translations thatare proteted by opyright will, as usual, be hard to ome by, there are plenty of lassialliterary works that are no longer opyright-proteted and for whih opyable translationsshould also exist in abundane. To harvest them into CLARIN, however, requires ollabo-ration and onerted e�orts among interested researhers from di�erent enters.Of ourse, to make this data useful for translation studies, orpus and language tehnol-ogy tools for proesses suh as part-of-speeh tagging, lemmatization, alignment, parallelonordaning and searh are required. Suh tools nowadays exist in large numbers formany languages but the problem for CLARIN I suppose is to make them ommuniatewell with one another. There is also a problem of sale. An integrated environment suhas ParaCon allows up to four parallel texts in the system at one time3. A large-saleprojet in translation studies might involve several soure texts with over ten translationsper soure. This puts di�erent requirements on underlying representations, storage, andformatting of searh results.In addition, I believe that language tehnology an bene�t translation studies by intro-duing supplementing methodologies. Translation studies seldom bother to quantify itsdata and while examples are analyzed with ingenuity and preision one often wonders howmuh of all relevant data these example over, and about the possible existene of datathat speak against a tentative hypothesis or onlusion. Thus, omputational tools andresoures ould help translation studies aquire and utilize more of statistial methods.This maro-analyti perspetive on texts, presented in [3℄ for the study of literature, anbe applied to the study of translations as well.Translation studies and mahine translation researh share a ommon interest in explainingtranslations. Mahine translation systems, and statistial systems in partiular, predittranslations, but in so doing they also supply an explanation for how the translation ameabout. A limitation with urrent statistial MT is that all models are generated fromtextual data only, while in translation studies individual, ontextual, and ultural fatorsare also taken into aount. But this is no limitation in priniple. Models ould well bedeveloped that take ontextual fators into aount and are able to distinguish translationsperformed by di�erent translators, or translations that are more or less in line with di�erenttranslation norms.Whether researhers in translation studies �nd value in probabilisti models or not, theyare often fored to limit their onlusions to a single work, a limited range of onstrutions,or hedge their onlusions with referene to the sarity of textual data on whih they arebased. Open ommon resoures and language tehnology ertainly have the potential tooverome that limitation.3www.athel.om/para�yer2.pdf
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